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Rent Stabilization Board

DATE:  November 17, 2022 

TO: Honorable Members of the Berkeley Rent Stabilization Board 

FROM: DéSeana Williams, Executive Director 

SUBJECT: Possible Resolution 22-32 authorizing the Executive Director to modify the 
contract with CSU Fullerton’s Auxiliary Services Corporation (ASC) for the 
Tenant Survey Project and extending the contract through March 30, 2023. 

The Rent Board Tenant Survey project is underway, and the vendor has raised a concern that the 
goal of 766 survey responses may not be met. If the Board were to determine that additional 
surveys should be issued to fulfill the goal of 766 responses, a contract amendment authorizing 
additional spending on the project would need to be approved. The vendor can expand the survey 
outreach at the rate of $10,000 per 1,000 surveys. This item intends to give the Board an update 
on the project status and an opportunity to authorize more funding for the project should the 
Board feel inclined. The current number of responses and follow-up measures to date will be 
provided to the Board during the discussion of this item.  

Resolution 22-32, if approved, authorizes the Executive Director to modify the contract with 
CSU Fullerton’s Auxiliary Services Corporation (ASC) with additional funding to issue 
additional surveys to tenants to assist in achieving a sufficient number of responses.   

Background  
The Board has retained the services of Cal State Fullerton’s research program “Auxiliary 
Services Corporation” through a competitive Request for Proposal process to conduct a citywide 
Tenant Survey of rent-controlled units. The current contract includes distributing 2,600 surveys 
with an anticipated return rate of roughly 29.5% for a goal of 766 survey responses. These 
numbers are based on the 2009 survey’s distribution and response rates for a scientifically sound 
survey study.  However, due to concerns about the downward trend of survey participation rates, 
the vendor is concerned that we may see closer to a 20% return rate and thus may not achieve a 
scientifically representative amount of responses.   

In the attached letter from the vendor dated October 13, 2022, the vendor describes the concern 
and highlights that issuing an additional 1,000 surveys for a total of 3,600 surveys would 
decrease the required response rate from 29.5% to 21.3% to get the desired 766 responses.  
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The letter also acknowledges that reminder postcards and phone calls to selected households 
have yet to occur and that we may still reach our desired outcomes with response rates under the 
existing conditions.  
 
While staff acknowledges the concern of declining survey participation as a trend, having 
conferred with our Tenant Survey consultant, Dr. Stephen Barton, on October 24, 2022, he urges 
patience and to use the resources already included in the contract, such as reminder postcards, 
and direct phone call reminders to the selected participants as the primary way to boost 
participation before sending out more surveys. Sending out additional surveys would extend the 
timeline of the project through at least March of 2023 and have the possibility of seeing more 
than the anticipated number of surveys come back, which would be good from a data collection 
standpoint but have other unintended consequences such as supplying more incentive gift cards 
for those who respond to the survey beyond the projected amount.  
 
Given the timing of the project and the time it takes to do a contract modification and conduct 
the same survey process with any new additional surveys, it may be prudent for the Board to 
authorize additional funding now so that additional surveys can be sent out sooner than later. 
However, it may be premature to issue additional surveys, and it may be more sensible to allow 
time for the process of sending reminder postcards and making direct phone calls to occur. 
 
 
Financial Impact 
 
Based upon the current budget, there is upwards of $60,000 unallocated in the capital reserve 
budget that could be considered to be used for sending additional surveys.  
 
Name and Telephone Number of Contact Person: 
 
DéSeana Williams, Executive Director  (510) 981-7368 
 
 
Attachment: 
 
1. October 13, 2022 letter from CSU Fullerton’s Social Science Research Center 



   

 

RESOLUTION 22-32 
 

AUTHORIZING THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR TO MODIFY THE CONTRACT WITH CSU 
FULLERTON AUXILIARY SERVICES CORPORATION (ASC) BY EXTENDING THE 
CONTRACT THROUGH MARCH 30, 2023, AND INCREASING THE CONTRACT BY AN 
ADDITIONAL AMOUNT NOT TO EXCEED $10,000 FOR FISCAL YEAR 2022/2023 
  

BE IT RESOLVED by the Rent Stabilization Board (RSB) of the City of Berkeley as follows: 
 
WHEREAS, the initial survey contract estimated the cost at $77,246 for a representative 

sampling of 2,600 surveys mailed with approximately 766 responses to be received; and  
 

 WHEREAS, RSB’s experts have advised that the rate of return of surveys has decreased 
nationally, and thus a pro-active use of pre-notification outreach materials, an incentive gift card, a web-
based survey with a QR code, and follow-up phone calls are effective practices, but that the best practice 
is to increase the total number of surveys issued; and 
 
 WHEREAS, a more robust sampling will engender a more significant return of tenant responses 
to help ensure a representative sampling; and       
 

WHEREAS, the cost of up to an additional $10,000 is reasonable to issue up to 1,000 additional 
surveys to help ensure that there is a scientifically representative response for data analysis;  

 
 NOW, THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, by the City of Berkeley Rent Stabilization Board that 
the Executive Director is hereby authorized to modify Contract #32300036  (see attached including 
Exhibit A “Scope of Services, Timeline” and Exhibit B “Payment”), increasing the contract by an 
additional amount not to exceed $10,000 to send surveys to up to 1,000 more tenants to assist in 
analyzing the state of housing conditions, accessibility, emergency preparedness, landlord relationships, 
services assessment, resources needed, etc. to assist planning into the next ten years, with the total 
amount payable under this contract not to exceed $87,246 (from the initial contract of $77,246). 
 
 
Dated:   November 17, 2022 
 
Adopted by the City of Berkeley Rent Stabilization Board by the following vote: 
 
YES:    
NO:     
ABSTAIN:   
ABSENT:             

_________________________________ 
       Leah Simon-Weisberg, Chair 

Rent Stabilization Board 
Attest: ________________________________ 
            DéSeana Williams, Executive Director 



Social Science Research Center 
P.O. Box 6850, Fullerton, CA  92834-6850    /    T 657-278-3185    /    F 657-278-2549

THE CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY 
Bakersfield / Channel Islands / Chico / Dominguez Hills / East Bay / Fresno / Fullerton / Humboldt / Long Beach / Los Angeles / Maritime Academy       

Monterey Bay / Northridge / Pomona / Sacramento / San Bernardino / San Diego / San Francisco / San Jose / San Luis Obispo / San Marcos / Sonoma / Stanislaus  

October 13, 2022 

To: Moni Law, Project Manager for City Berkeley Rent Board 2022 Tenant Survey 
Cc: Nate Dahl, Public Information Unit Supervisor 

The attached budget is to support the successful completion of the City of Berkeley Tenant 
Survey.   As the project is unfolding, it has come to our attention that unforeseen circumstances 
such as slower than usual postal service delivery times, and lower response rates than were seen 
in 2009 when the last Tenant survey was administered may yield a response rate that is lower 
than the expected 29.5%.  There are several avenues the SSRC has incorporated into the existing 
proposal to address these challenges. For example, in the 2022 survey administration, the SSRC 
has incorporated an online survey component to increase the response rate among younger 
tenants.  In addition, we have also embedded reminder phone calls into the study design, such 
that those individual households for which we were able to have telephone numbers appended 
will receive telephone calls reminding them to complete the survey.   

Another method that could prove fruitful in assuring that the study reaches its target number of 
survey completions is increasing the number of households who are invited to complete the 
survey. Currently, 2,600 records were chosen to receive an invitation to participate in the Tenant 
Survey.  A target sample size of 766, results in a response rate of 29.5%.  Inviting another 1,000 
households to participate in the survey (for a total of 3,600 households) would result in a 
response rate of 21.3%, a much more achievable goal.   The cost associated with this effort is 
approximately $10,000. 

Sincerely, 

Laura Gil-Trejo, MA, MPH 
Director 
Social Science Research Center 
California State University, Fullerton 
(657)278-7691

Attachment 1.



Task

Ph.D. Level 
Staff/Project 
Director

Research 
Operations 
Coordinator

Project 
Manager

Assistant 
Project 
Manager

Research 
Assistant

Shift 
Supervisors

Telephone 
Interviewers

Administrative 
Operations 
Manager Total

1 -$               -$  -$  -$  -$  -$  -$  -$  -$          
2 -$               -$  -$  -$  -$  -$  -$  -$  -$          

3 -$               -$  -$  -$  -$  -$  -$  -$  -$          

4 -$               -$  -$  -$  -$  -$  -$  -$  -$          

5 -$               -$  126$          -$           -$  67$              259$              -$  452$         
6 -$               -$  -$  101$  -$  146$            551$              -$  798$         

7 -$               -$  -$  -$  -$  -$  -$  -$  -$          

8 -$               -$  128$          -$           -$  60$              226$              -$  414$         

9 -$               -$  88$            101$          -$          117$            441$              -$  747$         

10 -$               -$  -$  -$  -$  -$  -$  -$  -$          

11 -$               -$  -$  -$  -$  -$  -$  -$  -$          
12 -$               -$  -$  -$  -$  -$  -$  -$  -$          
13 -$               -$  -$  -$  -$  -$  -$  -$  -$          

14 -$               -$  -$  -$  -$  -$  -$  -$  -$          

15 -$               -$  -$  -$  -$  -$  -$  -$  -$          
16 -$               -$  -$  -$  -$  -$  -$  -$  -$          
17 -$               -$  -$  -$  -$  -$  -$  -$  -$          
18 -$               -$  -$  -$  -$  -$  -$  -$  -$          
19 -$               -$  -$  -$  -$  -$  -$  -$  -$          
20 -$               -$  -$  -$  -$  -$  -$  -$  -$          

-$               -$  342$  202$  -$  390$  1,477$          -$  2,411$     

-$          
2,694$      
3,689$      

-$          
-$          
-$          
-$         

8,794$      
2,638$      

11,432$   

Social Science Research Center
Cost Estimate: Up to 766 Mail and Web-Based Surveys 

2022 Tenant Survey
Sponsor: Berkeley Rent Stabilization Board

Project Period TBD

Mail $5 Amazon or Target gift card to up to 766 respondents who complete the 
questionnaire.

Description of Services
Refine outreach and recruitment materials to encourage participation.
IRB application
SPONSOR will furnish the SSRC with a data file containing the name and most recent 
contact information of units.
Program English and Spanish versions of survey instrument into Qualtrics software for 
web-based data collection. 
Develop, print and send pre-notification outreach materials. Provide option to 
complete web-based survey by including a QR code.
Print and mail survey materials to households

Conduct reminder calls to non-participants after two week of fielding survey.
Develop, print and send reminder outreach materials. Provide option to complete 
web-based survey by including a QR code.

Print and mail second wave of survey materials to non-participating households
Using the data file referenced in Task 3, obtain surveys with up to 766 household 
residents via online and mail-based data collection efforts

Other Direct Costs

Sample frame and data file management.
Monitor data collection for quality control.

Oversight of automated data entry of paper-based surveys, including provision of a 
unique identifier for each household in the data file referenced in Task 3.

Send regular updates to client regarding progress of data collection effort.
Clean and merge all data.
Compile the completed database as an SPSS portable "save" file.
Prepare a full report.
Payroll and budget administration
Overall project oversight

Sub-total Personnel

Incentives
Materials
Postage

Total Costs

Translation
Telephone/ FAX
License
Sub-total for Other Direct Costs

Total Costs
Total Direct Costs
Indirect Costs (Base: Total Direct Costs) 30%
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